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I read Mr. Hroššo'sMaster Thesis with great interest'The topic of the thesis
touches subjectsthat are no doubt in focus of cyber securityteams all over the
world. Despite the importanceof this family of topics,the amount of general
knowledge can still be consideredas very limited in terms of deeper formal
understandingof the key questions.Mr. Hroššo'sthesis containsmaterial of both
experimentaland formal depth and as such is a valuableaddition to the study of
the subject.
More specifically,the thesis aims at definingand optimizationof a
network attack so as to maximize attack strength while preventing it from being
discoveredby a behavioralanalysisbased detector.The scope ofthe thesis is
thus limited to a particular problem setting.The settingis realisticthough,and
for a master thesis more than sufficient.
Solving the problem as stated in the introductionof the thesis proved to
require non-trivial investigationsin various fields of computer science.The flow
of analysisas captured in the thesis shows also some slightly surprising
intermediateresults and the respectivereactionsof the author - in all casesto
the good of the ultimategoal.
The particular detailsthat caughtmy attentioninclude the slight twist
between pages L5 and 16 - the chapter on Anomaly detectionstarts by putting
emphasis on the advantagesof convex detectorsand ensemblesof detectors,
while right in the next page I read that the employed detectorshowed to be nonconvex.The following investigationsthen include analysisof the problems
caused by non-convexityof the particulardetectorin use;the analysisis correct,
I would just prefer to at least comment on where would the original assumptions
of convexitylead,if fulfilledby the employedtools.Can some such tools be at
least suggestedfor future investigations?
In page L8 I read that 5 time windows were used in all experiments.Is
there any particular reason for the constant5 ? Is there spacefor optimizationof
this constant?
In page 21 where you assumethat the detectionfunctionshould not
decreaseafter injectionof attack flows - this looks expectableand the
experimentsindeed do confirm it, but I seem to be somewhatlost regarding
what assumptionsneed to be made about the attack flows.I do not say the claims
are incorrect,I would just prefer a slightly more elaboratedescriptionof the
context in which this is true.The attackwould have to be quite clearly
recognizablefor this to work - is it so under all circumstances?
When Scenariosl and 2were definedin pages 24 and 25, I immediately
wonder whether it would be possibleto define next scenarios3, 4...with each
next differingjust by one more window shift to the right of the interval on which

model2 and thresholdsZare computed.Can you comment on whether this would
further improve robustnessat the cost of less accuratemodel fit, until there
would be no overlap of window intervals?
Having finishedreading chapter 3 it came to my mind that given the
assumptionof behavioral-analysisbased detection,the detectorlearned state
depends on the completetrafficin the considerednetwork.Is not this a challenge
for the adversaryand the proposed method as a whole ? Do I understandit right
that the adversary would need snapshots of the complete network traffic,to be
able to train the detectorfor use in attackstrengthoptimization?
The first paragraphin page 40 is confusing.It is not clear whether a real
attack has been captured or whether it was a simulatedone.
The comparisonof Exhaustivesearch and Gradientsearch as describedin
page43 makes the reader ask why was it necessaryto define both proceduresin
slightly incompatibleway when the purpose would be their ultimate
comparison.What differencewould it make if the Exhaustivesearchwas allowed
to generatecombinationswith permittedzero number of flows ? I understand
this is not a serious problem as it would not affectthe results in any crucial way,
but the clarity could be improved by such unification,if it indeed is possible.
In Conclusions,it would perhaps make senseto extendthe discussionand
touch the subjectof extensibilityof the work to other setups.For instance,does
the author see any chanceto define similar algorithmicframework for detectors
based on other than behavioralanalysis? 0r is there any restrictionsin case of
other behavioralanalysisbased detectorsthan the ones employedhere ? I
understandthis would touch a fairly distant subject,but a very short author's
take would be beneficial.
The thesis is written in above-averageEnglish given the fact that the
author is not a native English speaker.I noticedjust isolatedmistakeslike "less
IPs",meaning "fewer IPs",and one or two somewhat confusingparagraphs. The
structure of the thesis is well definedand generallymakes sense,while being
occasionallydemandingto follow due to the number of involved sub-resultsand
their interactionsand dependencies.The claims are well illustratedby graphs,
tables and illustrations,correctlyreferencesfrom text.The list of referencesis
reasonablethough not extensive.
To conclude:I fully recommendt[is thesis to be acceptedas Diploma
Thesis.As for the final marks I hesitatedbetweenA and B, while I lean more
towards B fvery good) as the material is presentedin somewhat raw but
otherwise intelligentlyassembledform. The ideas are both relevantand
generallycorrect,while opening many related researchquestions.All this
illustratesthe ability of the author to dig deep into the problem and scout for all
its relevantaspectsand consequences.I believethe author should consider
continuinghis work and aim for doctoraldegree- this thesis illustrateswell his
promising capabilitiesin this respect
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